Staycation GUIDE

Lovely walks, indoor golf, and inspiration for a
perfect picnic ... inside this week!
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Out-of-control SUV nearly ends up in market
n Pins cyclist against planter
By MARY SCHLEY

A

railroad ties that border the planter containing the store’s
wishing well fountain.
“And then she got out of the car and sat down,” he said.
The crash shut down Junipero Street as firefighters and

RETIRED Monterey County Superior Court judge
See CRASH page 24A
lost control of her Mercedes SUV in the parking lot of
the Park Branch library Friday morning and careened
across Junipero Street, nearly hitting a passing car and
striking one parked in the median before crashing into
a planter in front of a market and pinning a bicyclist
against it, according to police.
Susan Dauphine, 77, could offer no immediate explanation for the crash, according to Carmel Police Sgt.
Jeff Watkins.
“She backed out of the parking space and went to
leave and hit the curb in the parking lot, and for some
reason hit the gas pedal and floored it,” he said. “She
went flying out of the parking lot into Junipero Street
and missed a car going southbound and went directly
into the cars in center median.”
She hit one, a white Subaru wagon, and the force of
the impact shoved the car across the median, which her
SUV jumped as it flew toward Bruno’s Market.
A cyclist in front of the store saw the car careening
PHOTO/MARY SCHLEY
toward him and ran but didn’t get out of the way quickly enough. “He went running toward Sixth, and that’s Firefighters and paramedics tend to a man who was pinned to the
where she went,” Watkins said. The SUV barely missed planter in front of Bruno’s after a driver lost control of her SUV while
another parked car and pinned the cyclist against the leaving the parking lot across the street and ran into it.

Bixby Bridge to close nightly for repairs
By CHRIS COUNTS

MOTORISTS TRAVELING along Highway 1 after

dark should be aware that Bixby Bridge will be closed
from 10 p.m. to 6:30 a.m. for three weeks starting Monday.
“These closures are necessary for contracted maintenance
crews to perform repairs and inspections on the bridge
support for the safety of all travelers,” Caltrans reported.
The agency is putting out word that the repairs and in-
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Tourists, fire safety
are hot button issues
in Big Sur plan
n Coastal commission doesn’t see
need for major update now
By CHRIS COUNTS

I

N BIG Sur — where tourists arrive in ever-growing
numbers, the resident population keeps shrinking and the
fire season never seems to end — locals see the Big Sur
Land Use Plan as an essential tool to help.
While the challenges regarding tourism, housing and
wildfires seem greater than ever, the plan hasn’t been updated since it was created more than three decades ago,
even as volunteer members of the Big Sur and South Coast
land use advisory committees have put in countless hours
trying to bring it into the 21st century. Their work faces its
first real test when the Monterey County Planning Commission hosts a workshop on it July 14 at 9 a.m.
The original plan was approved by the county in 1984
and certified by the California Coastal Commission in
1986. But it’s uncertain if the coastal commission will go
along with the changes recommended by the two local
LUACs.
Updates to the land use plan include prohibiting shortterm rentals and camping outside of designated campSee PLAN page 16A

spections could delay ambulances or fire trucks. “Due to
the use of a large crane and other heavy equipment on the
bridge during the closure, the roadway would take at least
30 minutes to reopen for emergency vehicles,” the report
continued.
The highway will reopen to unrestricted travel each Friday at 6:30 a.m., and close each Sunday at 10 p.m.
According to Kevin Drabinski of Caltrans, the landmark bridge needs critical maintenance. It opened in 1932
to great fanfare, and today, it’s so popular that it has become a traffic quagmire.
“During a recent inspection of Bixby Bridge, we noticed some loose concrete that exposed some rebar on the
supporting infrastructure,” Drabinski told The Pine Cone.
“Out of an abundance of caution, we want to get in there
and do repairs.
When the bridge was built, it was the highest single-span arch bridge in the world, with a height of 280

HILE OTHER parts of the country and world are
seeing spikes in coronavirus infections due to low vaccination rates and the prevalence of the more aggressive Delta
variant — and despite people getting out to socialize and
take part in group activities since most restrictions were
lifted three weeks ago — cases of Covid-19 in Monterey
County remained low and “stable” this week.
And county public health officer Dr. Ed Moreno said
he’s not seeing any evidence that numbers will rise here.
“Current case rates do not indicate a surge in Monte-

See BRIDGE page 19A

See VIRUS page 19A

Cases climb slightly but
Moreno doesn’t see surge
By MARY SCHLEY
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Tar balls once again washing up on beaches
By MARY SCHLEY
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This photo from 1999 shows seismic retrofitting of Bixby Bridge.
Over the next three weeks, the bridge will be closed overnight Sunday through Thursday to repair corrosion of concrete and rebar.

Council OKs new
mail delivery contract
By MARY SCHLEY

T

HE COURIER that takes mail to residents who don’t
want to or can’t get to the post office will continue doing
so through the end of 2022, according to the contract unanimously approved by the city council, but how Peninsula
Messenger Service charges for picking it up and dropping
it off will be different.
Starting Sept. 1, when eligibility for taxpayer-funded
home delivery will require proof of a disability preventing
the person from going to the post office, the company will
See MAIL page 24A
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UST AS they have periodically over the decades, oily
globs of tar have been washing up on Carmel Beach and
other area beaches in recent weeks, prompting some to
theorize that government agencies are keeping offshore
oil spills a secret, while others say the messy blobs are no
more than an occasional natural phenomenon.
Whatever the cause, city officials last week reported
the oil deposits to state and federal officials. In response,
Lindsey Saum, who works for the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife’s office of spill prevention and response, examined Carmel Beach and others on the Peninsula during low tide and found small numbers of tar balls
at all of them, including River Beach, Asilomar and Seaside State Beach. Because there were no reports of “suspicious vessel activity” or oiled birds, Saum told the city
natural “seeps” to the south were the likely source.
“There are hundreds of known, naturally occurring, oil
and gas seeps in the waters off Southern California which
contribute an average of 5 million gallons of oil to the
ocean annually,” city officials reported Friday. Changes in
wind and tidal patterns created ideal conditions “for natural seep oil to reach Monterey Bay.”
When a similar phenomenon occurred in late June
2000, the city’s then-public works director and others

speculated the oily tar balls were due to an offshore spill or
a leaking vessel, or the result of ships legally discharging
waste and oil at sea. They recalled a similar situation in the
See TAR page 19A
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The smelly balls of oily tar that recently washed up on Carmel
Beach and other beaches in the area are nothing to be alarmed
about, according to wildlife officials.
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